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THe BG news

An
Independent
Student
Voice

Thursday, September 27, 1973
Bawling Groan, Ohio
Valuma 57/Nombar 10

HHBIHH Campaign pranks
legitimate tactics?
WASHINGTON I API - Nixon campaign tactician Patrick J Buchanan
said yesterday that ghost-written
advertisements, pranks and undercover operatives are legitimate
political weapons.
He denied to the Senate Watergate
committee, beginning the dirty tricks
phase of Us hearings, that he pulled the
strings on political sabotage in the 1972
campaign from his post as President
Nixon s top speech writer

NmpfcataarCariSota

Modified
service

Tha Unrveriity Haallh Canlar cut back an ambulant, service lo stoy within it«
budget. Whan a student calU far an ambulance a screener naw dacidat rl tha
collar needs tha ambulonca or a "to»i rida" in a station wagon.

Ambulance services altered
Ambulance services at the University Health (enter have
been modified in an attempt to economize. Dr Kichard K
Eakin vice provost lor student affairs, said yesterday
Students requiring emergency ambulance service now will
be picked up by the city ambulance and taken lo Ike
emergency room of Wood County Hospital Dr Kakin warned
students that they will be charged $15 for ambulance service
plus an emergency room fee
Last year, the center maintained an ambulance for
emergencies and a taxi' or station wagon for less serious
cases
"LAST YEAR. 95 per cent of our calls were taxi runs,'' Dr.
Kakin said Only 15 calls required emergency ambulance
service

Dr. Kakin added that the ambulance was in need of repairs
Because it was not used often. UN center decided to eliminate
the service and to maintain only the station wagon Dr Kakin
called the elimination "clearly an economic measure "
Calls to the center for ambulance service now will be
screened to determine if they are true emergencies. Dr
Kakin said
THE SCREENKR then will send either the center s station
wagon or a city ambulance to pick up the student
Dr. Kakin added that students should have some kind of
hospitalization insurance.
"I just don't want anyone to be surprised when he gets a bill
for ambulance and emergency room service." he said

AND HE ACCUSED the committee
of harboring "character assassins"
who he said orchestrated a campaign
to malign his reputation through the
news media in advance of his
testimony
"A covert campaign of vilification
carried on by staff members of your
committee.
Buchanan termed the
leaks to news media.
Sen Sam J Ervin Jr tD-N.C,) the
committees Democratic chairman,
and Hepublican vice chairman Sen
Howard H Baker Jr iR-Tenn ) -as
well as majority counsel Samuel Dashall said they deplored the leaks
"THERE ARE covert or clandestine
activities in intelligence in my view
that there is nothing wrong with,"
Buchanan testified
He conceded he directed the pre
paration of advertisements that
appeared in the name of various
committees, but added
"I've ghosted speeches for
presidents, for vice presidents, for
senators I've ghosted letters to the
editor What s wrong with ghosting an
al that people are willing lo put their
iQtiieson?"
He admitted freely that he had urged
an early attack on Sen Edmund S.
Muskie of Maine when he was the
frontrunner for the Democratic
presidential nomination, but said he

was not aware of any political sabotage
campaign against Muskie or any other
Democrat
AND HE CONFIRMED (hat he
recommended measures to counter
tax-exempt organizations like the Ford
Foundation whose policies, he said, are
"in basic disagreement with our own
political philosophy
"My view is that we ought to make
the whole question of lax-exempt
foundations and the use of their
tunds to unbalance, the political
process a public and political issue."
Buchanan said.
He said he recommended creation
"of some of our own institutions con
servative in nature -to be a counter lo

University dormitories have about
SO students more than the designed
capacity, due to an ■■expected
increase hi the number of osveampus
upperclaasinia
"The llarrersity became aware of
the problem ia May when
upperciaasmea began atgaasg nf) for
fall hoBShsg as much larger —niln
than we anticipated.
Fayetta
Paulsen, associate dean of students
said yesterday.
Paulsen said the University had been
admitting the usual number of
freshmen and new students until late
May, but when the rise in bousing for
upper classmen was apparent, bousing
for freshmen was closed immediately.
"FRESHMEN ARE admitted lo
housing earlier than others.'' Robert
Rudd. director of residence services,
said. "We try to estimate the number

ol dormitory openings by studying
housing data I nun previous years.
"For the last four years, the trend
was that most upperclassmen moved
olf campus We had no indication that
the trend was going to change." he
said
"It had caught us in a bind
because we already had a freshman
class." IIml,l said
In an attempt to correct the
problem, the housing office sent letters
to all continuing male students, giving
them the option of canceling their
bousing contracts if they wanted to
move off campus. Hudd said
Even men with too few hours lo
normally be eligible for off-campus
bousing were offered the alternative
RUDD SAID preference would have
been given to men with the most hours
until the overcrowding was eliminated.
However, from the 1.900 letters sent,
only 88 responses were received.
Of the 250 extra students, about 33
are women. Rudd said They are being

housed in Founders Quadrangle, where
rooms accomodating four students
have been changed to accommodate
five.
Thoda Todd. hall director of Lowry
Hall in Founders, said most students in
the overcrowded rooms are freshmen.
The Founders Hall directors presently
are trying to locate any vacancies in
other women's dorms to eliminate the
overcrowding problem, she said.
"SEVERAL OPENINGS have
already been found in different dorms
and we hope to find enough to solve the
problem within a few weeks." Todd
said
While the outlook is somewhat
brighter for the overflow of women
students, the large number of male
students affected creates a more
extensive problem. Paulsen said
"Openings for all the men students
may not be available until next
quarter." she said.
Rudd said that if the overcrowding
still exists when winter quarter begins.

the housing office will try to arrange
for different people lo occupy the
overcrowded rooms.
Kohl Hall has 45 rooms with one
extra man in each and Hodgers
(Quadrangle has one extra man
assigned in each of 175 rooms. Rudd
said.
DAN GRAFNER, Hodgers hall
director, said residents are accepting
the situation and "trying to adapt to
it."
"The freshmen want lo be here so
they are generally trying to adapt to it
in a positive manner," he said "They
have a mature altitude toward the
problem."

Bl'CHANAN SAID he was asked in
summer 1971 U>direct an investigation
of Pentagon Papers figure Daniel
Kllsberg but turned u down as a
waste of my (ime and im abilities
He said he did not know what subsequently a group ol "plumbers" was
set up lor that purpose

Agnew investigation
request turned down
WASHINGTON (API - Speaker Carl
Albert has rejected for the time being
any House action on Vice President
Spiro T Agnew's request for an
investigation of charges he was
involved in political corruption in
Maryland
That left a federal grand jury in
Baltimore as the only forum scheduled
to hear evidence on the allegations

Weather
Increasing cloudiness aid warm
today with a chance of showers la the
afternoon Highs la the low aad mid
OSS. Mostly cloudy with a chance of
showers tonight and tomorrow. Lows
tonight la the low aad mid US. Cooler
tomorrow, highs la the 7ts.

Dorms housing 250 extra students
ByhUrri.

institutions he said had a liberal bias
and for withholding discretionary
tunds for such organizations
I would recommend the President
turn over such grants to organizations
which lollow principles we believe in.
rather than lo such as the Hrookings
Institution, which m my judgment is a
government
in exile for the
Democratic Party he said

"WE DONT REALLY know why.
Paulsen said "The dorms may be
more convenient now than they were
before the extensive remodeling
program of recent years and the meal
coupon system may have made Ihe
dorms more attractive. " she said.
Paulsen said another reason (or Ihe
trend toward on-campus living may be
the increased cost of off-campus living.
"Students may be feeling the
economic crunch of higher food prices
and higher gas costs," she said "This
might make the dorm more desirable
to students."

against Agnew Ally Gen Klhot 1.
Richardson has ordered Ihe panel lo
begin hearing thai evidence this
morning
Albert announced his decision on
AgMNV s request in a .statement yesterday alternoon
"THE VICE presidents letter
relates to mailers before the courts,
the statement said
In view ol thai fact, I. as speaker,
will not lake any action on Ihe letter al
this time." He relused lo elaborate or
answer questions
Agnew's surprise request (or ihe
House investigation was made in a
letter the vice president hand delivered
to Albert Tuesday
The vice president was on Capitol
Hill yesterday lor lunch with 10 liberal
Republican senators and told newsmen
he had every intention of staying in
office
"I WANT TO make it very clear thai
I am not resigning." he said
Agnew also said he would hold a
news conference al some future point,
but did not say when
Sen Mark 6. Hatfield I It-Ore I. host
for the luncheon, told a reporter later
thai the senators met with Agnew for
more lhan an hour and thai no one in
the group believed Albert's rejection of
Agnew's request was final or
irrevocable
Meanwhile. Ihe While House said
President Nixon had neither
encouraged nor pressured Agnew lo
lake any particular course in
responding to or fighting the graft allegations against him.

Students living in an overcrowdci
room will have 85 credited toward hi
account each week, for up to 10 weeks
This will be credited to the student'
account the following quarter.
Why are upperclassmen returning t<
dorm living when they are permitted ti
move off campus?

r4.w>ptw«asbyCarlSaW
Maybe its tha location. Or perhaps the maal coupon system.
But for

MOM

reason, many uppar classmen this year have

decidod to kaap living on campus. Abovo, Dan Bellville,
freshman (B.A.), and Brian Stkkal, freshman (Ed), find that
whan throe man are living in a room

for

two lhay cant

always work at a desk. In founder s Quadrangle, torn* rooms
made lor four like the one al left now two housing five
women.

.
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epjTgRiaLg
gynecologist
The uncertain fate of gynecological services at the University
Health Center leaves the scores of women who depended on the
services last year in a perilous position.
Dr. Richard Eakin. vice provost for student affairs, said
Tuesday the obstetrics-gynecology department at the Medical
College of Toledo is understaffed, and unable to provide services
for the University as it did last year
Indeed, this leaves women in a bind. But for how long?
Dr. Eakin said the University has been investigating other
possibilities for services for fall quarter and hopes to have
"something definite" within the next two weeks.
Even if services are not found within two weeks, University
administrators must not let the search end or sweep the issue
under the rug.
The number of women who used the gynecological services last ,
year is proof enough that help is again needed- and fast

congratulations

rolling stone's'own

Recently I maintained in print that
Hunter Thompson wrote the best book
on the 1972 presidential race "Fear and
Loathing on the Campaign Trail").
That was a wild, irresponsible assertion about a wild, irresponsible book,
but I'll stand by it.
I hedged, of course - said one had to
ignore all his own theorizing. He
thought McUovern had a chance.
Anyone who writes that down normally disqualifies himself as a
commentator on our politics. But the
charm, and strength, of Thompson's
book is that it was written by a true
outsider.
If a man dropped in on the press
plane from Mars, he would not
understand much of what was going
on; but he would observe like a wild
overworking camera.
It would all be strange to him. and
would be recorded with an insane
equity. That is why Thompson, who
thought he supported McGovern's candidacy, put down the most damaging
things about his campaign.
BESIDES, ON on the principle that it

Congratulations are in order for six University faculty
members who were named the Distinguished Teaching Award
winners at Monday's faculty meeting.
Dr. Joseph Krauter, Dr Virginia Inland, Dr. Kobert Romans,
Dr. Charles Hamed. Mary Amos and Max Lenderman each
received a $500 cash award.
Perhaps one of the best features of the awards was the method
of selection.
Students made the decision.
The committee received nominations from the student body
last spring and then evaluated the nominees by reviewing course
evaluations, making class visits and using the instructors' spring
quarter evaluation sheets.
Students certainly benefit from exceptional teaching
techniques, and it is only fitting that students make evaluations
on how they have seen the instructor perform both in the
classroom and through private conferences.
It was also wise to have six winners this year, chosen from six
areas of study, instead of choosing one winner from each college.
To the six outstanding educators, congratulations!

takes a thief to catch a thief, only an
artfully crazy man can deal with all a
campaign's crazinesses. Not that I fall
for Thompson's self-portrait as a
homicidal geek perpetually spaced-out
When I ran across him in Miami, he
was one of the few sane men in
crawling pit of nutliness.
The street people had crushed into
the Doral Hotel to attack McGovern,
snarling his elevators, asking for a
"confrontation'' with the man who had
to yield. Thompson was busy taking
notes and trying to get frailer types out
of the maelstrom's danger
I hate to blow his act for him-the
charge will be disillusioning to some of
his admirers-but he is a closest
gentleman and a scholar
I sympathize, therelore, when he

had to be impressed by it
It may even be sound-so I expect
Thompson to ease off from it About
the only thing that can be said with
certainty about the theory is that
Garry Wills did not advance it
It was. in fact, the baby of George
Will, a current editor of National
Review." a magazine I used to write
for.

ITEM: HE grants a chummy
immunity to Pat Buchanan, as a
political fanatic who would not deal
with Nixon's political thugs-just days
before Buchanan's memos on thuggery
made the front page
How can one deal with Nixon and
avoid contamination with his thugs?
{Thompson thinks too well of people as
often as he thinks ill of them-the bad
side of dropping down from Mars as a
space-observer.)

GIVEN THE symmetry of our
initials (G.W.) and two very different
ties with •conservatism." and our
ongoing political journalism. Mr. Will
and I merge in the fevered, though
acute, gaze of the nation's most
valuable wandering Space Man
It is a wonder he did not attribute the
quoted views to George Washington,
another conservative G.W. whose
name pops up in political contexts
Thompson's error must, on a
comparative scale, be counted as one
of his accuracies. There is a
"Thompsonian sense" as well as a
Pickwickian one. and even closet
scholars have to fumble with clothes
hangers, back there in the dark

Item: Thompson quotes the theory of
an elusive "Garry Wills" that the
worst thing for Nixon would be
favorable court rulings on the tapes
This theory is ingenious-so Thompson

Let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment
on any other letter, column or
editorial. We ask. however, that
guest columns not be written in
direct response to any other
published editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum
of 300 words, typewritten. We
ask that columns be no more
than four pages, triplespaced.
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
taste
Letters and columns should
include the author's address and
phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News. 106 University Hall

space feat
Although Americans are becoming apathetic about space
spectaculars, the three astronauts who splashed down in the
Pacific yesterday deserve special credit (or a job well done.
Navy Capt. Alan Bean, navy Dr. Owen Uarriott and marine
Maj. Jack Lousma spent the last 40 days of their :>!i' .■ days in
space working 10 hours a day. 50 per cent more than they were
asked to do.
Their efforts are especially commendable since they spent five
days early in the mission with motion sickness and also had been
told they might have to be rescued because of problems with the
command craft.
The three have reportedly come back with nearly 93.000
pictures of the earth, sun and outer space which will prove
invaluable to scientists.
The work the three astronauts have done will undoubtedly
prove to be more than valuable to the next and final Skylab
mission, scheduled for takeoff in seven weeks.
The Skylab project has been plagued with problems since the
beginning but through the work of both crews the project has
seen results beyond original expectations.

Garry Wills

accidentally lives down to his own
freaky self-traducements. In the
current "Rolling Stone" things go very
bad for him.
Item: He records an interesting
conversation with Robert Kennedy's
speechwriter. Adam Walinsky. passing
on
shrewd
observations-while
repeatedly misspelling Walinsky's

SAVE IT, GENERAL — YOU'LL NEED IT YOURSELF, SOON ENOUGH

letter irks graduate

»

Editor ■ Mte: Tbe lollowlag letter
comes Irom a If73 Jaae gradaate of the
University la retponse to a letter from
the BGSU Animal (lab of Greater
Toledo. The letter from the Alumni
groap advertised a pre-game ilumni
rkampagae party to be held la
Perrytbnrg oa Saturday. Oct. I.
By Fraai Zrill.h
Hlackley. Ohio
Geetl (olumnl.i
You people must love providing me
with ammunition

Out of some 40.000 alumni you
anticipate only 200 will attend the
Champagne Bash and 1 can assume
that not very many more will attend
the game itself
Yet you spend about one million plus
each year entertaining those few
hundred in hopes they will eventually
begin to make the Athletics Program a
big money-maker such as programs at
Yale and Harvard
What you don't realize is that more

money could be generated by investing
the $1.2 million into research,
patenting the research and selling it to
the public, (e.g. cure for cancer I
IN ADDITION you will never recoup
the money spent on athletics as BGSU
is a mediocre school for the middle
class-very few members of the upper
class go here and fewer Carnegies and
Milleties are turned out
You have to appeal to middle class

from our readers.
prisoner desires letters

Catholicism
foundation of our Church is the Holy
Spirit
The BG News printed one of my
IcUers to (he editor last term
> summer I and 1 would like to elaborate
on the same theme o( Roman
CaUiolicism. that (he metaphysical

Since Christ came as the Son of God.
the Lord told us the (ruth about
doctrine and the traditions of the
Church (Catholic > reflect the actual
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teachings of Christ.
The modern 1600 (century I
movement called the Reformation did
away with many ol the Sacraments,
especially Holy Communion and
others
Catholics United for the Faith will be
glad to assist you in knowing the lull
body of (ru(h in (he Catholic Church
If interested at all then write to me.
Douglas Keith
4297 Main St
Perry. Ohio 44081
(2161259-2412

seeks letters
I am August mo Escobar. No 129-470
I'm 27 years old. I am an inmate at
Marion Correctional Institution
I've got a year left to the parole
board and it's very lonely here not
having anyone write or visit me
1 want somebody to correspond with
and then possibly visit me occasionally But just letters alone will
be so much appreciated'
I will answer all mail and should a
person want a photo of me. I could get
one to send
As 1 close. I want you to know that I
really appreciate (his very much
Yes, also they call me "Tino" for
-hurt instead of Auguslino Smile and
it's a little more easier on the handwriting
Hopefully and Silent 1 remain.
Tino Escobar No. 129-470
Marion Correctional Institute
Marion. Ohio 43302

I am a 30-year-old black inmate
serving lime here a( (he Southern Ohio
Correctional Facility.
I spend 24 hours a day locked in my
cell-even for eating. This, after a
period of time, becomes very boring,
however myself and others decided
that correspondence was one ol the few
things that helped relax one's tension
If there is a pen-pal club on campus.

would you please see to it (ha( (hey
receive my name and address ?
If nol. maybe you could enter the
name and address in your next issue ol
campus news Whatever you decideany help would be deeply appreciated
Phillip D Jacobs No 134174
P.O Box 787
Lucasville. Ohio 45648

18-19-20-and one
By Freak Back
RDTwo
Ceoperttewn, N.Y.
When the headlines in the papers and
some of your elders loo. cried out their
hate for other men. it was just to
influence you
You did not use your common sense,
you never asked yourself "Why?" The
Army handed you a gun and vou went
off (o die.
No one ever (old you of the money
being made, and (he factories of your
elders spewing out their products of
war, pouring money into their pockets,
and your Ides blood on Earth's floor
No one ever told you it lakes a lot of
courage (o say "No," when (he Army
sternly tells you-' Come on. let's go "
NO ONE ever told you if you had the
right to vote, you could keep out of
office those who stood for war and
have " Peace on Earth " forever more
18-19-20 and one-different skins,
different tongues, your lives ended
before they've begun. Who put you
there nealh the blazing sun. the wind,
the cold and the rain, a stone at your

head, the only thing lo show that you
were slain.
Memorial parades th.it you can't see
and flowers that you can't smell, was
that worth trading your young life for,
and going through all that Hell"
Who put him there, the little bird
cried, as he rested on the headstone,
and the hawk swooped low and said "I
know, his elders."
Young of the world, march, don'l
shou(. let your signs tell everyone what
it's all about Throw away the hippie
clothes, destroy the drugs and liquor,
wave your country's flag on high-tell
the war profiteers you're too young to
die
BE IT WAR or peace depends on you.
so show the whole world what you can
do
A dead patriot cannot help his
country or his fellow man
Fathers and mothers of the world
what is your church doing to stop (be
slaughter of your son?
War is a worldly thing God does nol
start war. Men start war. Make copies
in foreign countries. Help your sons rid
the world of war. forever
I Cepyrlgat 1*73 Fraak Beck)

people for contributions, yet they
really don't have the money it lakes to
finance a poorly run university
ALSO. I would like to state that the
letter you have sent me (which is
enclosed! is fairly typical of what I
was expecting
Your organization really has little
interest in the supposed goals of this
institution-academics. Instead you are
more interested in getting bombed and
grooving on football like caricatures
from a Sinclair Lewis novel I Babbit I
and generally exposing yourselves (o
be (he Philistines you really are.
Finally. I advise you to stroll over to
the Library and look at the miles of
empty shelves It would be a fairly
accurate guess to assume that over
half the shelves contain no books
THE OTHER hall is bulked out with
junk from donated collections (o bring
(he number of books per student up lo
minimum standards
The books are poorly cared for and
catalogued Scholars are shocked to
find we still use the Dewey system
because we never had the funds to
switch to Congressional
Rare and expensive leather bound
volumes dating back to the 16 and
1700s are deteriorating and being
ripped off because no one has ever
collected (hem and placed (hem in a
special collection (There is a rare
books collection, but i( receives
practically no money I.
If you want something on a subject
that is not taught here-forget it.
there's not even an introductory text
on it.
NOT EVEN (he machines in (he
building work The elevalors are
constantly breaking down and when
they do work they sound like railroad
freight cars At the end of tbe weekend
one has to hike up eight f lights of stairs
to obtain a book, hike down to xerox it.
find the change machine out of order
and the Xerox busted because
repairmen don't make housecalls on
weekends
IF TIE ALUMM Association were
more interested in tbe welfare of the
University
rather
than the
entertainment of a few at the expense
of the many (the Athletics program is
paid for by tbe students through the
General Fee), il would (ry to use its
influence on state and federal
government and foundations lo help
obtain the needed funds to keep the
library up to an acceptable level of
excellence.
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Crusade goals outlined
The 1973 campus I'rusade
o( Mercy campaign began
yesterday with a goal of
$22,000
This year's goal is about
$4,500 more than the total
collected last year As part
of the overall goal, the
i'rusade drive is seeking
$1,000 in student pledges
The student campaign is
under
the direction of
Dennis Urady. Student Body
Organization coordinator ol
state
and
community
affairs
A pilot campaign for 20
top
University
officials

Student dies

Skill test

Sport* car enthutkratt hove opportunitiot to try their driving tkilh in ooto
cresset tpontored by the BG Sportt Car Club. The club will hold its firtt meeting
of the year next week.

James Raymond Myers.
26. a graduate student in
popular culture at the I'mvcrsity.
was
pronounced
dead on arrival jl Wood
County Hospital Tuesday at
tip m
The death was later ruled
.i suicide by l)r
Koger
I'eatee.
Wood
County
coroner
Kuneral services will be
tomorrow at I 30 p m in the
llarrold
Kuneral
Home.
Koslona

Club open to sports car buffs
Ever get tired of the
common,
slow,
even
humdrum pace of Bowling
0
Green
There's one way to speed
things up, as 25 students
found last year-join the
Bowling tireen Sports Car
Club
The three-year-old club

sponsors road rallies and
auto crosses and provides
partial support for a semiprofessional race driver
Jim Ely, senior iB A I,
acting president of the club,
said some members work in
the pit area of the club's
driver.
Ted
Shumacher.

Singers set concert
"The Target is Joy, a
group of Lutheran singers,
will perform at 9 50 am
Sunday
in
the
Worship
Center. St Mark's Church,
315 S College Drive
The 22 University students
conducted a singing tour in
the central I'nited Stales
from Sept 4-11 They performed in Louisville. Ky .
Wichita.
Kan.
Oexter.
Mo..
Omaha.
Neb..
Davenport,
Iowa,
and
Chicago, III
Funding for the trip was

provided
by
Ihe
Pan
Lutheran Conference, an
organization of the three
major Lutheran synods, and
contributions from churches
and individuals While on
lour, students were housed
in the homes of Lutheran
Church members
Paul
D
Kemner.
sophomore
( Mus. I,
described the group's performances
as
'an
unforgetable experience in
contemporary
Christian
music "

providing manpower and
other assistance
But the most popular club
activities are the regular
auto crosses. Ely said
THE CROSSES, which are
races held in small areas
with tight curves, usually
are held in Commuter Lot 1
behind the Health Center, he
said
"W'e stress that speed in
these races is really not the
issue What we stress is that
it is a test of a car and a
driver s ability." Ely said
Another feature of the
club is road rallies in which
members
compete
on
regular roads
The main
point of these races, he said,
is that the members follow ,i
sheet of directions and the
speed limits posted on the
roads
Ely said the club needs
help for these activities
"People are welcome to
work as technical officials.

tuners and course set-up
people." he said
We want people with a
serious interest in this." he
added
There's a certain
amount
of
commitment
needed
ELY SAID only certain
members of Ihe club work in
Shumacher s pit area, and
they usually work only in the
non-technical areas
Not all 25 member! can
go to all ihe races, with
him.' he said
Ely said club sponsored
activities are designed with
an eye toward safety, with
all appropriate rules being
followed
"We run with all the
safety precautions we can
afford,
and
each
car
undergoes a full Sports Car
Club of America inspection
We also provide helmets."
Ely
said
We're
very
concerned about safety."
"But if you wreck your

car that's vour problem, he
added
He said there were five
accident! during activities
last year, none of (hem
serious
The Sports Car Club will
hold its first meeting ol the
year at 7 p m . Oct '.!. in 101

Business

Admtnlitralion

ended Friday with $1,600
pledged, according to Hal
Arnold, undergraduate assistant to James E
Hoi.
vice president for public ser
vices Arnold is the faculty
and staff coordinator for the
drive
The i'rusade of Mercy
supports 90 health, family,
recreation
and
rehabili-

tation agencies in Wood.
Lucas and Ottawa counties
They include the American
Ked Cross. Boy Scouts of
America, the Northwestern
Ohio Heart Association and
the Wood County Hospital
Before the drive ends Oct
24.
faculty
and
staff
members will be contacted
by a campaign worker under

the
direction of
Peggy
Schmeltz.
campaign
director
W'e want to increase the
participation level to 50-75
per cent." Arnold said
"Once
the
participation
climbs, the money will,
too."
Last
year,
the
campaign had 23 4 per cent
participation

newsnotes
Wedding record
LONDON lAl'i
Britain's I'rincess
Anne, her husband-to-be Capt Mark
Phillips, the Archbishop of Canterbury
and the prestigious Westminster Abbey
Choir seem .in unlikely group 10 make a
hit record
A 50- minute album will be recorded by
the British Broadcasting Corp I BBC I
Nov 14. when Anne marries Phillips
The BBC plans to press 100.000 copies
of Ihe record A first pressing of this size
is usually
reserved for
big-name
entertainers guaranteed to have a
smash hit

Hunger speech
UNITED NATIONS. N.V cAPi West
German Chancellor Willy Brandt made
his U N debut yesterday with a call lor
war on hunger
"Where hunger prevails there ran be
M peace in the long run, said Brandt,
who WOK the Nobel Peace Prize in 1971
lor promoting KastWest friendship

That policy led last week, to U N
membership for both Germany!
He declared) "We must not only
establish, ami verv quickly, what food is
needed to keep large sections ol
mankind from hunger, but also whether

the states .ire prepared to accept the
rules required to thai end

Ellsberg profile
WASHINGTON lAPl The CIA doctor
who prepared a psychiatric profile on
Dr Daniel Kllsberg said he was assured
the project was requested by Dr Henry
A Kissinger and that President Nixon
had I1
I informed of it
In an affidavit released by the Senate
Watergate commiltee. Dr Bernard M
Malloy said the request was relayed by
White House aide David M Young Jr.,
and K Howard Hunl. later convicted of
conspiracy In the Watergate break-in
Hunl also was among those who
directed the break-in al the Beverly
Hills.
Caltl .
office of
Kllsberg s
psychiatrists

Rehabilitation
WASHINGTON
lAPl
President
Nixon signed with expressed enthusiasm
yesterday ,i vocational rehabilitation
law lhat he says is good news for
Americans
who have wanted the
Congress and the administration to stop
butting heads and start pulling together
for the public good "
Nixon had twice before vetoed
i i-li.ilnlii.iii.iii bills he termed fiscally irresponsible

Hldg

Pop music production explored
How do you manage a rock band'
W hat are the mechanics ol producing a
popular recording'' How is a record
made to appeal to the consumer''
These and other topics will be
covered in a new course offered this
I all by Ihe sociology department
Dr H Serge Denisoff. associate pro
tessor of sociology, will leach Ihe
course. Pop Music and Society Dr
Denisoff reviews for Kolling Stone
Magazine and contributes to Phono
graph Hecord Magazine He is the

editor of the "Journal of Popular
Music and Society.'' a publication put
out by Ihe sociology department
MARK SPALDINU. teaching assistant in Ihe department, said Ihe
course will explore all facets of the
popular music industry and all areas ol
operation,
It is not designed to analyze the
lyric content of popular music," he
said

"Other courses have dealt with
music as part of a social movement,
and undoubtedly (his course will touch
on that aspect, bul this is the first time
,i course has been offered dealing
primarily with the industry itself."
Pop Music and Society, which is open
to all students and has no prerequisites, will be offered Tuesdays
from 3-5 p>m and Thursdays from 1-3
p.m. Additional information can be
obtained from the sociology depart
ment

UAO PRESENTS

YOGA LESSONS

Joe Walsh

Tuesday nights 7-8 p.m.

and

Barnstorm

for 8 weeks
Beginning October 2

IS WHERE YOU'LL FIND

Saturday October 6

in the Alumni Room, Union

8 p.m. Memorial Hall

COST: '1000
Sign up in UAO office

Tickets $4.00, $4.50 res.
On sale UAO ticket office
1st floor Union

2-2343

College «- Career Wardrobes

INTRAFRATERNITY COUNCIL OPEN HOUSES
THURSDAY SEPT. 26 AND SUNDAY SEPT. 29
FRATERNITY HOUSES OPEN AT 7:00
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WOOSTIR STRUT

BETA THETA PI - 707 6th St.
THETA CHI - 710 7th St.

ir».
ASK ABOUT
VOURLOBBY
CHARGE

SHIRTS
RIAZERS
10NGS
AND MORI

(««•• w*id ichi Haii>
(Rw..B.hindKohiHaii)

ALPHA PHI ALPHA - 130 S. Prospect

COME SEE WHA T GREEK LIFE
IS ALL ABOUT

• TOPS
• PANTS
• SWEATERS
• PANT sum

• COATS
• DRESSES
• HANDRAGS

Career and College Girls need a complete wardrobe for
the fall season
Outfits are needed to go from early morning to "that
special evening." Come in and select the wardrobe for
YOU from our large variety of styles.

105 N. MAIN ST —DOWNTOWN—BOWLING GREEN—NEXT TO UHLMANS
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Able to sleep late at last

;

Astronauts readjust to earth
■

.-■■

ABOARD USS NEW ORLEANS (AP)- The Skylab 2
astronauts, hark on earth
after a 59'i-day space
mission,
were
"much
improved and all in very
good spirits, space doctors
said yesterday
Astronauts Alan L. Bean.
Jack It Lousma and Owen
K Garriott spent their first

Debris pick-up
Starling today, a special
clean-up project will give
Bowling Green residents a
chance to discard accumulated debris
As a special service, two
city trucks will pick up
debris and other unwanted
articles that cannot be
included in regular garbage
collection. Dan H Smythe.
street commissioner, said
yesterday
To lake advantage of the
service. Smythe said residents should place debris
at the street curb on the
pick-up day designated for
their area of the city
Collection will lake place
in the first and fourth wards
today and in the second and
third wards tomorrow

morning back on earth in
more than two months
sleeping late in their
quarters aboard this prime
recovery ship. They awoke
about 10 a.m. EDT. just as
the New Orleans was entering port at San Diego, Calif.
After the ship tied up at a
dock here, the spacemen
started a six-hour medical
examination, their second
since they splashed down in
the Pacific Ocean on
Tuesday.
DR. CARTER Alexander,
a space doctor, said they
were already showing signs
of readapting to the gravity
of earth.
He said they wake very
hungry, but breakfast had to
wait until doctors could
draw blood samples

Afterward, the astronauts
ate and began the long series
of medical tests.
Despite history's longest
exposure to the deconditioning effects of space
weightlessness.
the
astronauts made a remarkable snowing in medical
tests Tuesday, doctors said.
"We're impressed," said
Dr. Paul Buchanan, one of
the space agency physicians
on board here
GARRIOTT. he said,
"looks very good."
Buchanan said,
"The
other two are slightly down
Owen has more bounce to
the ounce Jack trails him a
little and Al is just a notch
behind Jack "

Scholarships available
For men interested in
obtaining a grant, the
Khodes Scholarship regional
offices are accepting applications for a year or more of
study at Oxford University.
Any unmarried male of at
least junior standing who is
between the ages of 18 and
24 may apply. Application
deadline is Oct. 31.

Grants are awarded on the
basis of leadership abilities
and personal development.
Moral and intellectual
qualities and an interest in
athletics are more
important than grade
average.
The 32 Khodes Scholarships
available
to
Americans are given on a
regional instead of national
basis, meaning that Bowling
Green males will compete
with others from a six stale
area
Those interested should
contact I >i Frank Haldanza.
218G University Hall

He said their excellent
condition may be "a real
landmark
in medical
history. We are unbelievably
happy with this data."
Weightlessness has the
effect of permitting muscles
to decondition or weaken
Since the muscles don't have
to work against the constant
tug of gravity, they waste
away
INTENSIVE exercise by
the astronauts during their
marathon
mission
apparently
halted
the
progressive deconditioning.
Buchanan said, adding.
"The personal exercise was
the saver."
Buchanan said the tests on
Tuesday showed the astronauts experienced a 10 to 20
per cent loss of heart
conditioning and all were
experiencing a feeling of
heaviness.
About three hours after
splashdown, however, be
said. Bean and Lousma
reported that the heaviness
feeling began to disappear.
Doctors, anxious that the
astronauts not be exposed to
germs or to unnecessary
exercise, kept the spacemen
isolated.
THEY
WERE
not
permitted to walk the decks
or wander the passageways
of the ship, but went directly
from their quarters to the
medical laboratory for the
tests
Doctors are concerned
that the astronauts may be

highly susceptible to disease
because the long confinement of the space mission
has caused them to lose
some of their natural
immunity to infection.
Bean.
Garriott and
Lousma will remain aboard
the New Orleans until this
afternoon. Then they'll go to
an air field for a flight to
Ellington Air Force Base
near their homes. They are
expected to arrive at Ellington about 7 pm EDT today.
Another
round
of
shipboard medical examinations was scheduled for
this morning
Technicians began unloading
the
priceless
scientific cargo the astronauts brought back from
space.
Thousands of
pictures and miles of
magnetic tape will be taken
to the Johnson Space Center
near
Houston
for

,.:•
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Win
this
Honda

formulation of new declarations on economic and
political cooperation.
A SESSION TO start in on
them will be held within a
week in New York or
Washington with Walter
Stoessel, the assistant secretary of state for European
affairs, representing the
United States
France has been the most
skeptical of the allies about
Kissinger's proposed new
Atlantic relationship. The
luncheon talk with Jobert
sought to narrow their
differences.
Brandt is a central figure
in the search for a
consensus He will confer on

f////<0 K /(f«Jc

3 First Prizes:
HONDA Super Sports
50 Second Prizes:
Columbia 10-speed bikes

...
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98 years in a mental hospital
...and nobody knows why
ORIENT Ohio (AP) Martha Nelson. 102. has
spent all but four years of
her life in a mental hospital,
and no one really knows
why.
"Who is to be indicted?"
said Dr. A '/.. Soforenko.
superintendent of Orient
State Hospital, south of Col-

umbus "Society would have
to take some of the blame,
and the hospital staff shares
some of the indictment
"But al this point she is
perfectly well and happy
here. She is too old for placement in another lacility "

SOFORENKO said.

We

Saturday with President
Nixon.
Kissinger also devoted
some attention to other
areas of the world. He discussed Indochina with
Deputy Foreign Minister
Choonhavan Chatchai of
Thailand. Latin America
with Foreign Minister Mario
Gibson Barboza of Brazil,
and squeezed into a busy
schedule a midday meeting
with Ambassador Huang
llua, China's permanent
U.N. representative
BRANDT AND Sir Alec
Douglas-Home, the British
foreign secretary, held
center stage in the General
Assembly
While Kissinger listened
from the U.S. desk in the
fifth row of the blue and gold
chamber. Brandt called for
war on hunger and spoke of
"the moral aspects of international coexistence..."
"It is peace that benefits
if people and information
can move as (reely as
possibly across boundaries." he said

Douglas-Home urged the
East in a similar plea
I,et
us share our ideas, our resources and our cultures
l-t't us not try to undermine
but to understand, not to
confront bul lo reconcile "
And Foreign Minister Max
Vander Stoel of the Netherlands, declared in the long
run. a European continent,
divided
by artificial
barriers,
behind which
freedom of speech remains
restricted, cannot
be
conceived "

The |a' is approximately 8V
high and 10 in circumterenre
It's tilled with Swinghne Tot
staples (Loot* lor lha i lus
about Tot capacity in the
coupon I
The Tot SO' Mjplei is unconditionally gu.H.inteed It
staples tacks mends Only
98*' *ith I 000
stationery variety or college
bookstore
Cub" Desk and Hand
staplers are only $i 98'
And the Super Cub Sta
pier with no slip.

ilrhbase. only $2 67'
f ill in coupon or send post
i .II.I Nn purchase required
1 nines must be postmarked by
N . n 1073 -,nd received by
iv ii 1073 i ,„,,! decision by
an independent tudqing organ
nation Pn/es awarded to en
tries nearest actual count In
' in* a drawing deter
mines winners Otter subiecl
10 .ill IrMer.il stale and local
laws Void in I la amlWash
.IN., wherever prohibited
or restricted

interested in offering
some of your time to a
volunteer agency''
Volunteers in Progress
I VIP I, a volunteer program
sponsored by the University
last quarter, will continue
this year.

The program serves as a
reference point (or those

107 STATE SI> 353-87S5

SUBS-AMUSCMENTS-OPPN LATE
Dusty Blue/
Navy
Combination
Blazer
Trouser
Sweater
Shirt

<4600
$
24M
$
1500
$
16M

Sizes 5 thru 15

Soforenko said an 1881 fire
at the Columbus school
destroyed her records, including the reason she was
admitted
The original probate
papers were also lost." he
said
As a result we don I
know why she was admitted
or why she stayed so long
"IN THOSE days, people
were admitted if they had no
parents or if they were poor
People felt if the feebleminded were removed (rom
the community, there
wouldn't be any more such
people "

Soforenko said the (irst
psychological examination
of Nelson was conducted in
1935 after she had been in
the institution for 60 years.
The standard intelligence
test used at the time revealed an age of four years,
four months or an IQ of 27.
he said
The superintendent said.
"My impression is that she
is not severely retarded at
102 today It s really hard to
discern how a 102-year-old
person acts
There are
geriatric problems at that
age"
However, he said, she has
been in good health and is
under no continuous medical
treatment or tranquilizers

"ACCORDING

interested in volunteer
possibilities. Janice Crewe
Monks.
VIP student
director, said yesterday
MONKS SAID the goals of
VIP are
-To serve community
agencies.
-To enhance individual
growth and development.
--To
increase
an
understanding
of
community and student
relations.
-To do something for
others without a monetary
reward:
--To
incorporate
individual skills
Volunteers
will
be
working with programs such
as the Red Cross. Woodlane

A VOLUNTEER training
conference will be held
Saturday from 8:30 a.m. to
12 30 p.m. m the Grand
Ballroom. Union
Speakers include the coordinators of area volunteer
agencies and Roger Henry,
volunteer director of
Volunteer Services at Kent
State University.
Refreshments will be
served
For more information
contact the Student
Activities Office. 405
Student Services Bldg . 3722697

Welcome Back
Mixer
Bfc>

at the

Amani
Thursday
Night

525 Ridge

her

School, the Wood County
Nursing Home, and Big
Brother Big Sister

9:00

The Powder
Puff

to

daily schedule, she goes
outside in good weather,
naps about four hours, eats
three meals and watches
television." he said.
He said.
The question
become*: What are we
going to do to avoid these
tragedies in (he future?"

helps community groups

Samffs

staples in
the jar.

should now focus in on the
right problem-let's make
damn sure it doesn 1 happen
again
He said reconstructed re
cords on Nelson indicate she
was admitted to the Columbus Slate School in 1875
at the age of four Twentyfive years later she was
translerred to the then
Orient State Institute for the
Feeble Minded

Volunteers in Progress

■

Guess the
number of

ipainbyCerttete

Signs, signs, everywhere there's a sign labeling most o* the
buildings on campus. The University this summer purchased
and installed signs that are a blessing to new people trying to
find their way around campus.

New signs

Kissinger ends visit to U.N.
UNITED NATIONS. NY
(AP) - Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger focused
his diplomacy on II.S.-European relations yesterday
while British and West
German leaders called for
Ireer movement of people
and ideas between East and
West
Winding up a three-day
visit to the United Nations.
Kissinger had a lunch date
with Foreign Minister
Michel Jobcrl of France and
an evening conference with
West German Chancellor
Willy Brandt
Kissinger already has
reached agreement with the
nine European Common
Market nations to begin

.

■

Live Entertainment

Go down
on a sub.

by
"Hot Chocolate"
Everyone Welcome
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Game may replace domestic meats
By F. Rickar. Clccaac
Ai»ocl» ted Preta Writer
Roast venison, barbecued
elk and squirrel stew may
turn up on a lot of dinner
tables this fall and winter as
a substitute for roast beef
and steak.
Americans, fed up with
high prices of beef, pork and
poultry, are hungry for meat
and there are indications
they will be tramping into
the woods in record
numbers to shoot it
"The rabbits and squirrels
are going to have a rough
time of it." says a
Connecticut official
ARTHUR NEIL, a
Massachusetts
official,
agreed "From the number
of telephone calls we have
been receiving,
it is
anticipated we are going to
have a lot of hunters who
hadn't hunted before." be
said "A lot more meat
hunting will be going on than
sport hunting "
Alaska.
California.
Colorado. Connecticut.
Idaho. Illinois. Kansas.
Massachusetts. Nebraska.
Nevada. South Carolina.
South Dakota. Utah and
Vermont already have

received more license applications than in the past.
In many other states,
some officials predict
increases but no figures are
available because license
deadlines are not until
October or November.
Idaho's 9.772 available
non-resident elk and deer
licenses were sold out a
week before the hunting
season started "The woods
are jammed with people
hinting for the first time in
their lives." reported a
resident of one hunting area

IN

COLORADO.

applications for elk licenses
are up 33 per cent over last
year when the slate had
30.000 requests for 15.000
available licenses There
are 17.000 available licenses
ihis year
Connecticut.
which
requires persons who have
not held a license in 10 years
lo take a safety course, has
a record number of
applicants for the course
In Nebraska, hunters
apparently are going to
follow in the footsteps of the
Pilgrims and hunt their
Thanksgiving turkey in the
fields instead of in the supermarket More than 3,000

persons applied for the
state's 1.200 turkey permits
Applications for deer and
other big game are so
numerous the state plans to
use lotteries to determine
who gets the permits.
A Kansas official said.
"The beef situation is
probably the biggest factor
in the unexpected upsurge
Another reason may be the
gasoline shortage Hunters
who used to go to Colorado
are now hunting closer to
home."
IN SOME STATES, the
promise of a big buck could
mean considerable savings
in meat costs lo the veteran

Students

yesterday

may

have

found

their

attempts at getting to first-day classes on time
thwarted when they learned University Hall had
been closed for renovations, like so many others.
Ken Obringer, senior IA&SI.
hod to look

The cabbie was the Hev
James Groppi. Roman
Catholic priest and civil
rights activist. He had just
started his new job as a taxi

elsewhere for his class.

Office of Voter Awareness
schedules registration drive
In order to facilitate
student voting needs in the
Nov. 6 general election, the
Office of Voter Awareness is
offering a number of
services.
Oct 1-5. the office will
hold a voter registration
drive for sludents who never
have registered or who have
changed addresses
Contrary to a leaflet distributed by the office, students need not register
again if they have changed
dormitory rooms
A BUS will take students
to the Wood County Board of
Elections to register to vole
The bus. which will be at
the Union Oval, will run at
the following times.
Monday, 8:30-10 30 am ;
Tuesday. 9 30-11 30 a.m..
Wednesday. 130-3 30 pm..
Thursday. 2 30-4 30 p.m..
and Friday, 3 30-5 30 pm
Students can register at
the Wood County Board of
Elections at 500 Lehman
Ave . through Oct 9 from
8:30a.m. toS.30pm.
Oct. 3-5. the board will be
open 8 30 a m to 8 pm and

SOLITAIRE
REFLECTIONS

on Saturday. Oct 6. from
H in .i in to noon
Beginning Oct. 7. students
can obtain requests for
absentee ballot applications
and have their absentee
ballots notarized at the
office

The office is collecting in
formation on local candidates and issues from
Akron. Canton. Cincinnati.
Cleveland. Columbus. DayIon and Toledo They will
gel information from other
cities upon student request
To volunteer help for the
drive or for more information,
contact
the
Office of Voter Awareness
in 320 Williams Hall

ON NOV. I, the office Will
sponsor a bus lo take oncampus sludents to the
polls

driver in Milwaukee and
said Tuesday that he made
almost $20 his first day
"EVERYBODY ought to
take off some time and get
where it really is," said
Groppi "!t clears up a lot of
that elitism that many
people,
especially professional and other middleclass types, have."
Groppi said his main
reason for taking the job
was financial He needs the
money to continue his
studies at the Antioch
College of Law in Washington. DC Tuition at the
school is about $3,000 a year.
Groppi's personal assets,
as disclosed in a court suit
involving a 1969 civil rights
demonstration, total more
than $75,000 But he has said
he planned to use the money
to found and support a storefront church

MIAMI (API - What kind
jf art goes best with a jail?
Or a motor pool storehouse''
Or a police station''
That's the question facing
city officials trying to cope
with a recently passed ordinance that requires part of
the cost of all new city
buildings in Dade County to
be spent on cultural
displays.

Milwaukee Friday through
Monday every other week,
commuting from Washington by car.
Groppi said he had not
asked Archbishop William
Cousins for a new pastoral
assignment
The priest became widely
known as a leader ot civil
rights
demonstrations
starling in the mid-1960s

Open Monday lo
Thursday 9:30-5:30
Friday 9:30 to 9
Saturday 9:30 to 5

Because of the ruling.
North Miami City Manager
Lawrence Casey is looking
for $900 worth of art to adorn
a motor pool building used to
store lawniiiowcrs. auto
parts and a Christmas tree
MIAMI CITY Manager
Paul Andrews must find
$125,000 worth of art works
suitable for a new police
station while Dado County
Manager Ray Goode is
searching for $90,000 in
paintings or sculptures for a
jail the county is planning
Casey said some people
had suggested having nude
magazine centerfolds on the
motor pool walls
"1 think the ordinance is a
good idea but finding the
right sculpture for a storage
room is a problem," he
added
ANDREWS HITS

he

is

THE WHOLE thing was
the brainchild of County
Mayor Jack Orr who says he
got the idea on a visit to
Hawaii where he found
public buildings filled with

Represent UWery Phwaieii CM
on and off campus Compltttly
new concept »n Booh Clubi
offers members many services
plus significant discounts on all
book purchases Excellent earnings for representatives bated
on new membership applications
and repeat soles Training provided

Sept. 27
RUSh: Oct. 1, 2 and 3
7:30

Get Involved in Helping Others

RP Bufferin 100s

1.75 1.17

THE PARTY STORE

fip Right Guard Anti-Perspirant
Deodorant

175 1.09
1.25 75*

Ir Schick Super II cartridges 5's

1.19 77*

RESTAURANTS
OF AMERICA. INC.

We offer above averagi
earnings, fl< jxible hours, and emplo Kee benefits.
t Vpply in person daily from 2-4: 30

Steal t and Ale Resta urant
(Across fi rom Soothwydi Mall ■ Only 20 min. fl omBGSU)

Daniel Owen of the
Bureau
of
Game
Management said, "We're
not expecting any major
change Regardless of the
price of meat, many people
simply don't like venison."

works by local artists.
Orr admitted putting art
works in public buildings
can cause problems He said
that when suburban Hialeah
decided to hang a 110,000
ceramic tile mural on the
walls of its City Hall pieces
of the tile kept falling off
and the whole thing had to
be removed
"That wasn't art." said
Hialeah
Mayor
Henry
Milander "Not to my eyes
or anyone else's."

fiP Schick Super II Razor

|P Tame Creme Rinse

Wisconsin officials doubt
there will be any increased
deer hunting in their state.

considering ceramic tiles
for the walls of the police
station or possibly some
paintings
"I really don't know what
would look good in a police
station." he added
The ordinance approved
last week by the Dade
County
Commission
requires that 15 per cent of
public building construction
costs be spent on art works
to enhance the building
Goodc said a committee of
experts would be formed to
draw up guidelines for
officials to follow when the
new law takes effect in 60
days and give them advice
about the art market.

REG. FIP
2 95 1.88

111

Commission laughed at the
suggestion that hunting was
a method of beating prices.
"It would be a lot cheaper
to go and buy yourself the
biggest steak you could find,
regardless of price. I'd hate
to tell you what one duck
costs me during the hunting
season

M HM AS I I VI EARNINGS

PAR MIME
VOUR OWN HOURS

Write Mr EDWARDS
5562 Meatherdowns Apt I?
Toledo Ohio 43614

National Service Fraternity

CAINS
POTATO
CHIPS
59'Bag

Now Only

39*

16 oz.

Doritos

Coca Cola

3 different
flavors
Taco,cheese
and
Tortilla

Sprite
8 or 8 9
plus deposit

contraceptive
protection
that's ready
when you
are

1 bag 45*
Buy One, Get
One Free!

Above Offers Good From Sept. 27 thru Oct. 28

Beer — Wine
Imported Champagne

XTEAK

125 N. MAIN ST.
353-6691

MacKadden Duffy of the
Louisiana Wild Life

(Faculty Lounge in the Union)

CENTRE DRUG SPECIAL

Steak and Ale is looking for outstanding people to work this fall as waiter, and cocktail
hostesses.

Klever's
Jewelry
Store

In Alaska, twice as many
hunters as last v.ar art

"NOBODY HUNTS moose
for fun." said John
McKmghl. state fish and
game research director.
"You have to go out and find
it, shool it. and then you
have two or three days of
back-breaking work in
dressing the animal and
packing it out "

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

THE PRIEST said he
planned to drive the cab in

The Corner of N. MAIN and E. WOOSTER

A hnlhant. perfect kecpsakf
diamond of clear »hi!e color
and pr«ci>c modem CM Keep
*ake
ihere iv no finer diamond nng

expected to go gunning for
moose which dress out lo an
average of 500 pounds An
average deer dresses out at
135 pounds
Alaskan officials doubt
any novices will save
money

What kind of art is just right?

Priest moonlights as cabbie
MILWAUKEE (API - "I
haven't been back on the
streets in a long while." said
the taxi driver "And it does
a lot of good lo get back It
clears your head up "

hunter Last year's biggest
catch in Illinois weighed 325
pounds on the hoof and the
hunter paid onlv W 25 in
fees
Bui other hunters say cost
of ammunition, gasoline.
licenses,
lodging and
dressing the carcass make
wild meal more expensive
than
the supermarket
variety Thai doesn't include
the cost of a rifle or shotgun
to the first-time hunter
The average price for a
deer rifle is 175 to $200
Licenses for residents
generally are between $5
and (10

A Large Selection
Of Deli-Items
Including BAGELS

THE
WOOSTER
352-8723
WINE
425
E. WOOSTER
SHOP

Across From
The
Tracks

H*totpfar,;/fflrffl
With (he only lo-m applicator
youcanpre-fillanit rrukt ready
up to i week in advance. Score
applicator within easy reach. .
apply in seconds instant protection. No delays to mar the
mood or tempt you to skip.
Dainty, natural feeling. No
hormones. Highly effective.
Recommended by physician*,
yet EmkoPre Pil is
so safe and simple
to use you can buy
it at drug departments without a
prescription.
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billion military procurement
authorization bill
BEFORE THE order
could become effective, it
would have lo win approval
of a House-Senate conference and later of both
houses, and be signed by
President Nixon
The House voted earlier
this year against a 20 per
cent culback in foreign
based troops And Nixon has
said this is the wrong lime
for a withdrawal
Bui Mansfield told the
Senate tli.it action is long
overdue
Sen John (J Tower (H-

that continent, asked: "Why
don't the European nations
do their share? Any time we
try to pull back one man.
they shout "the Communists
are coming, the Communists
are coming'"
He said that when
dependents of
U.S.
servicemen, foreign nationals hired to support
them, and U S civilians
abroad are
included,
American taxpayers spend
$30 billion a year for maintaining a IIS
military
presence around the world
()l that amount, $17 billion
goes for troops in Kurope.

Tex I said the Mansfield
amendmenl would sabotage
planned U S Soviet negotiations on
mutual and
balanced force reductions in
Kurope
RESPONDING
to
statements that Kuropean
nations have nol contributed
their share to NATO. Tower
said, 'We are nol in Europe
lor some altruistic reason"
bul
for
protection
of
American
security
interests
Sen John () Pasture il>R.I.). noting arguments thai
a U.S. presence in Kurope is
essenli.il In the clelense of

Dale

Eveal

Library Hears

Sept. 26
Oct. 8
Oct. 22
Nov. 21
Nov. 22
Nov. 23
Nov. 24
Nov. 25
Dec. 8
Dec. 10
Dec 12
Dec. 13
Dec 15
Dec. 24
Dec. 25
Dec. 31

Fall Quarter Begins
Columbus Day (Classes scheduled)
Veterans Day (Classes scheduled 1
Thanksgiving Recess Begins
Thanksgiving Day

Regular Hours
Regular Hours
Regular Hoars
Open8a m to5p m
Closed
Open 8 a m to5pm.
Closed
Open 6 p.m to 10 p.m.
Open until 10 p.m.

Exams Begin
Fall Quarter Ends

Christmas

The court also lei stand an
iiijiim nun prohibiting the
sale ol certain magazines in
Columbus' Adull Book
Store A lower court found
Ihe material obscene

-THE AVERAGE person,
applying
contemporary
community
standard*,
would dm! ihc material
appeals to toe pnrienl
interest

Reversed was a conviction
against James .1 Albini,
Duminic Suriano and
Frederick Young, all
charged
with exhibiting
obscene motion picture

•The material depicts, in
a patently offensive way.
sesual conduct specifically
defined by applicable state
law

films

I
I
I
I
I

ADMISSION $1.00 WITH STUDENT I.D.
LOCATED IN DOWNTOWN BG

Taken

whole

the
ALSO

EVENINGS AI 8:00

(Mi.lH*, IHMM4K*lll^

In both reversals.
eourl
noted
that

I' S

Court

NEXT WEEK - "BLUME IN LOVE"

RAIN CHECK

1000 S. MAIN

NOW PLAYING

1

15 gal. Free Wash
10 gal. 50'
5 gal. 75'

1*1.00/

PETTI'S ALPINE VILLAGE

EVE AI 7 30 9 30

and now ihc film...

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
< opi

ACROSS
1 I'irlli Rood.
7 Ruak.

"JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR

10 p III

9.i III -5p.m.
1 p.m -10p.m.

22

17 Whirl.

6 Dear.

31

2fi
27

Ill
31
12
31
In
40
I-'
13

Nol In mi'iilHin.
1 inpoi i mi linii*.
Rpoke HI length.
Nightmare.
Fanny of ihe
1 nil,,
M. .In in .1 plant,
"
lhat
glowed."
| Milton).
Preaerve.
II," Mi.lnl
Hockey cap,
Locale,
ViMtalian
rorkaloo.
Glorleatly.
Diving bird.
Droop,

7 Perplexity.
H River in
Caratany,
1 (.hoir member.
10 Prohibition
produrt.
11 Pertaining to
light
12 New York
Indian.
13 Where I'ppaala
l,
19 Malay gibbon.
21 l.ouia ol
.-hemi.try.
22 Voice part.
23 Turkiih
regiment.
24 " _ Eden."

:?!".;
linage.

-

48 OBlhevull.
'" T"r"
52 Moloriil'n guide.
',', Command
reaper!.
56 Fragrant.
57 Native rhief. in
India.
6" llelore.
61 II. h. .1. in ,i.n il
62 Di.ipiiel.
63
Moinea.
61 Babylonian gud.
6.1 Type of bargain
»ale.

33
35
37
3H
31
41
43
11
45
41
51

34

43

1

8

'
'5
,1

9

■

1

52

53

1

|m

1

63

53 Excel.

.„„,

sl Ear|

•
.-• '''

»
61

62

64

65

«
ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PIMM

|'fruviin

57 Over' Prefiv
58
rule
1 generally I.
59 Man-» nirkname.
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I'U NBVBH B086BT
The MOMBNT UIHBN 1
REALIZEP THAT mTEB6ATE
MS mON6>
IT U/AS \ '
BeAi/riBt/t-.

MR MA&tUKR.
Agf XX/ GLAP
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42
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■21
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Nolan.
Color.
Opera by Slrauaa.
Examined
Place for an
earring.
Soon.
Overawed.
Fumed. C.olloq.
Stick lo.
Movea amoolhly.
Japaneae
-1.,1.-11,.11
Pamphleteer of
1776.

OB

95

5

24

23

26

§Sf

includes bread & butter
coftee. lea, ot milk

1"

■5

3

■

3 Fatigued.
4 < 1
1 M nli
aiding,
5 Spectral type.

IH
211
21
22
25

2

14

afterthought'
11 Melodious.
15 "Al 1,1.. n, '
16 ('hop.

Mon. thru Thurs. 5:00 til 8:00

SPAGHETTI

1
17

DOWN
1 Badger.
2 Reining lo:

College Dinner Special:

■\NOK\1\N IEWISON 1*11

H,l 111

'1 G«o 1 Irju.rr. <..<(,

It SIS'1-.,.
«.

gas

1;

ENJOY THE CINEMAS SOFT RECUNING SEATS

Science Library
8am -10pm

Reduced schedule is 8 am -5 p.m.
Monday-Friday. The Library is closed
on Saturday and Sunday

?. A« il

Car Wash r— Gulf

ADULTS 12 00
UNDIK 14 $1 00

tfmctwa-f)

Supreme

decision

/ m \

ffTMMVN-a

Ihe
the

materials were confiscated
without a warrange.
contrary to another 1973

i i««*n\
'Mt.TH'i.tisn.1

was

Klaii ut Columbus, charged
with possession and sale nl
obscene lileralure

THK ACTION .icnnsl Ihe
movie
which
stmws
purported .ids ol sexual
Intercourse, originally was
lodged by Charles II

"SOUND OF MUSIC" WILL BE TAKEN OUT OF RE
LEASE. THIS WILL BE YOUR LAST OPPORTUNITY
TO ENJOY THIS FILM. DON'T MISS IT!

111 \H1SI I)

ihe conviction ol Richard

The Ohio court upheld its
earlier decision allowing
II.imiit,in County Common
Pleas Court to permanently
ban the movie, Vixen

NOW PLAYING

HHU IZICL.

as

material lacks serious, liter
ary. artistic, political or
scientific value

353 1361

Main Library
8a.m.-12p.m.
8a.m. -10p.m.
8a m 5pm
1 p.m.-12 p.m.

Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

The guidelines are

■1

THURSDAY IS STUDENT
NIGHT AT CINEMA II, THE
CLAZEL, AND THE PORTAGE

Regalar Library Hoars

Keating Jr . chairman of the
Citizens For Decent Literature

Ihem back lo Ohio lo be
reconsidered under Ihe new
guidelines

Begin reduced hours
Open 9a m to 1 p.m
Closed
Closed
Closed

Commencement

Smut rulings reviewed
iO\AMHVS (AIM - The
Ohio Supreme Court reconsidered tour otecenity
cises yesterday, using 1973
VS. Supreme Court guidelines in Us new judgments
It found two of the obscenity convictions valid ami
reversed
itself
on
two
others, in which material
was taken by police without
search warrants
The
court
originally
upheld all four convictions
bul they were overturned by
the federal court, which sent

1

Li bra i y hours p ostea

Cutback clause rejected
WASHINGTON
(API Overturning a vote taken
earlier in the day, the Senate
yesterday
rejected
an
amendment forcing a 40 per
cent cutback in I'.S. landbased
troops
stationed
abroad
Senators voted 49 to 46
yesterday morning for the
withdrawal but a second
vote was necessary to tic the
amendment
by
Senate
Democratic 1-eader Mike
Mansfield to the military
procurement authorization
bills
The second vote was 51 to
44 against the amendmenl
THE
AMENDMENT
directs that 200.000 of the
500.000
troops
stationed
abroad be withdrawn by
July 1. 1976. with at least
50,000 being pulled back by
next July 1
It would apply to U.S.
troops
in
all
foreign
countries
The
100.000 sea based
troops would be exempt
from the cutback
I'.S forces arc stationed
on
every
continent, including Anarclica
Mansfield had asked for a
50 per cent withdrawal, but
amended il at the last
minute to 40 per cent A
second vole was io come on
lying (he cutback to the $21

1

r

Senate reverses vote

COMB

CUAN7

yeA THB SCALBS
fBU BKOMMYBYeS,
AND X SAIV U/ATBR6ATE
BOB. TUB INSJPIOUS U6LY
MONSTCK IT &ALLY

ee.i
UHBN
WAS
THAT

TDTHEBBSTOf
My RECOLLECTION.
ABOUT MIP-JUNB

01

LASAGNA
includes btead & butlet
collee. tea. oi milk

$225
if

1 imcts.il IV line

1 17 N. Main 353-0512

K'lhtiiL

ADULTS $2 50 UNDER 14 $1 00 NO PASSES
FOR THIS ENGAGEMENT NO STUDENT NIGHT

<g

STADIUM „

Interested In The
Greek System

NOW PLAYING

meitia?

EVE AT 7 00 9 35

NOW PLAYING

A JOY! STUNNING! BEAUTIFUL!
KKXMO/IIMHIIII

ROMEO

JU.IKI

*•*

ADULTS 1200

UNDER 14 $100

NOW THRU SUN.
OPEN 7 00 SHOW 8 00

COME AND HUODLE WITH...

^\ %V

Theta Chi Fraternity
invites all interested
men to their first
Rush Party of the year
Tonight at 7:00
in the
Theta Chi House
(710 7th Street)
Downtown Afterwards

%
■ ' -

H '••• *.**Ki:'m

SEXY AND FUN COLOR CO-HIT
HE'S X RATED AND ANIMATED

"FRITZ THE CAT"

-«&*>- CLaSSIFIED ■■«w ■
i

Rides will be available
in the Dorm Lounges
at 6:45 p.m.

l AMI'lSCALENDAR
Thursday September 27.1973
Register now (or bridge lessons (or students to start
Monday. October 8 in the Wayne room ol (he Cnion. 79pm Call 372 2343 Class limited in size
ELG.S.l) Karate Club organization meeting. 7-8 p.m
in River Room ol I'nion All members urged (o
attend
HELP WANTED
Male & Fein -lull & part
time, days & nights
Must be 18 or over Apply
in person Rudy's Hotdogs 999 South Main
Help wanted Big Barney
car wash 1000 South
Main .ii'.' 1R1.il
Waitress Needed- Byrnayeft
Country
Club
Maumee. Ohio Phone-865-2391
X-Vista or Peace Corp
volunteer to be ACTION
campus rep $2 50 per hr
Contact
Bill Myer
ACTION Ked Bldg Rm
404. Columbus Oh 43215
or call collecl 16141 469
6661
W'omen students preferred- part time 10-15 hrs
per week Will lit your
schedule Knickerbocker
352-5315
Wanted-Reliable girls to

babysit while parenls
attend day-time graduate
classes Phone 352 5449
Domino's Pizza is nowhiring drivers Top pay in
(own plus commission
Must have own car
Apply in person at 1616
E Wcosier alter 4:00
pm
Apply in person-Sam B s
107 Slate Street.
NEED MONEY? CASH
PAID FOH
BLOOD
PLASMA DONATIONSWEEKLY EARNINGS
BLOOD
PLASMA
DONOR CENTER 610
MONROE. TOLEDO,
OH PHONE 255-3535

Need companion to share
gas (or small car-am
driving (o Cal on Sept
29 Call 352-8550
PERSONALS
Former lootball player.
Bill Stricklind. returns to
B.G for a limited engagement al
Petti's
Alpine
Village-entertainment Weds .
Thurs . Fri. Sat 8:00
p 111 till 1:00a m in the
lounge
Tekes. the house isn't
ready but the sisses are
Oe( ready lor a great
vear.--Lvnne
Outstanding". 111
say'
Congrats, Kurt.-Lynne
The brothers ol Theta
Chi would like to congratulate Jell and Caria
on their engagement.
Men get involved in
helping others' Alpha
Phi Omega Rush-Faculty
Lounge, llnion-730

!mmedia(e
oceupanc\
Corner 'ot in Rudolph
352-0264
One king sized water
bed. complete with
frame-IB Call 3525082
or come over (o 133'»
North Church
^^
Ll wt fiberglass bow.
arrows, arm and linger
Ku.ird> Call 352-6986
66 Chevelle Malibu 283
pwT pk 3 speed Excellent
transportation
body needs work radial
lues, clutch, exhaust
systems, gas tank all
new |2»5 or best offercall 372-2a*3 or 372-2963
anytime.
58 CADILLAC, elegant
black HEARSE
1950
Call- 354-5324
For Sale
component
stereo. Uarrard table
175 5 13 chevy wheels
and tires 130 Call-S39281

WANTED

Problems'' Call CHRISTLINE 352-0379 any hour,
any day

Needed 1 or 2 men (0
sublet 2 bedroom apt
Call-Mark. 352-7377

FOB SALE

II
Mustang. 6 cyl
guarantee, asking 11350
68 Tempest. V-8. air. lowmileage, asking 1750
Both in top condition
352-7868 or 352-7966

I960 Elcona 12 X 60
Mobile Home 1'nfurn .
winterized stove 81
refrig 12 X 12 dog pen

73 Camaro LT. J50-V8
automatic. PS. PB. FM
stereo w tape B2-S561

Need 1 male 10 share 2bed apt own room callRick. 152-4352

or B2 7520
For sale 2 1971 colleg
late Schwinn bikes. 5speed Like new Best
oiler
Phone
B2-3373
after 3 30
1971 Maverick Grabber 6
cyl auto Call- 352 7202
PAPPAGALO SHOES
BAGS. AND ACCESSOR
1ES THE SHOP FOR
PAPPAGALO 321
E
LINCOLN,
FINDLAY.
OHIO 1 across from (he
•y''
Custom Wedding Rings
by Philip Morton The
Working Hand Craft
Center 515 Conneaut
FOR KENT
House (or rent 2 girls
needed
I blk
from
campus 3526162
4-5 bedroom re-modeled
home in the country
Central heat & air I acre
lot 12 ml. to B G 1250
per month Call Lucky
833-4340
For rent-to graduate
student or instructor- one
room, guest cottage on
estate. S
Perrysburg
area 8S5 per month 8746128 pm.

Thursday, September 17, 1973. TrM tG Ntwi 'Pag* 7

Concert combines music, comedy

The comic antics of
Edmund and Cut ley. who
hail from Wisconsin,
combined with the musical
talents o( Toronto's lloode
Brothers and the Whii Kids
o( Ann Arbor. Mich . to fill
Anderson Arena Tuesday
night as the Student Body
Organization
iSBO)
sponsored an orientation
get-together
The evening of entertainment lasted close to four
hours and brought together
an estimated 4000 stu
dents

ntk

■»■«%

' HHP

»>»! ■ ■Hft"»A' '"A' —*"<••*• ■■■*"«■ ifr" -**••***** — <»V

Uo \s
csamuo
CALL

352-5166
203

N. MAIN

DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR FACT,FREE*HOT,
;
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Western's 'Rustlers' rugged on defense
By Jack O'Bresa
Exeratfvr Spar u Editor
The "Rustlers" are
coming to Falconland
Western Michigan's socalled defensive unit will be
in town Saturday with one
objective in mind-stop the
Bowling Green high
powered offense
The Broncos lead the
conference in total defense
allowing an average of 166 3
yards per game. The
Kalcons rank second in the
league in total offense with
an average of 361.5 yards
gained per contest
Western's George Bennett
and Dominic Riggio have
combined for a total of 90
tackles in three outings
Bennett is the MidAmerican
Conference's

(MACI leading tackier The
6'4 ". 227-pound senior line
backer has made 26 solo
tackles and assisted on 20
others for a total of 46
tackles Riggio ranks second
in the league with 21 solo
tackles and 23 assists for a
total of 44 tackles.
Bowling Greens John
Villapiano ranks third
among the league's top
tacklers with 40 tackles

Lacrosse
An organizational
meeting for all those interested in playing lacrosse will be Thursday
at 7 p m . 205 Kducation
Hldg

RIGGIO. a 6-foot. 214pound senior linebacker,
leads the conference in
tackles for a loss with eight
setbacks for a minus 38
yards Teammate Bennett
ranks second with six
tackles for a loss of 23 yards
The Falcons' Villapiano has
four setbacks for a minus 30
yards
"Defense has been the key
to our success." said Bronco
coach Bill Doolittle in a long
distance
telephone
interview
Until last week no
opponent had scored a
touchdown against the
Western defense.
The
Broncos whipped Central
Michigan. 18-13. and Long
Beach State. 13-8 The lone
enemy touchdown came on
an end zone fumble against

Doolittle added the
Falcons possess good
outside running (Paul
Miles), inside running (Phil
Polak) and long distance
receiving (Roger Wallace
and Greg Meczka I

Falcons) got a pretty good
defense too." he added. "It's
the best we've seen so far.
Our offense must keep
improving throughout the
game if we are to stay in
contention "

"BOWLING GREEN'S
deep receivers have good
speed," said Doolittle.
"They have got more offensive weapons going for them
than any team we've faced
so far.
"We think they've (the

Offensively.
Bronco
quarterback Paul Jorgensen
paces the Broncos with 178
yards rushing for a 4.9
average gain. Jorgensen. a
6'2". 172-pound junior, also
has completed 11 of 26

Central in the opening
contest However. Northern
Illinois tallied two
touchdowns in its 28-14 loss
to Western.
The Falcon offense should
provide a stiff test for the
rugged "Rustler" defense.
"Bowling Green has the
most potential we've seen on
oUense."
said
Doolittle
after viewing some of the
Falcons' game films.

O PORTS
Thursday, September 27, 1973
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Greg AAeczka's renaissance

MECZKA. a solid built 6'3". 219 pound athlete amazed
everyone with his speed, agility, ability to catch the football
and the most important thing, his blocking
But a lot of attention seemed to escape the sure shot
prospect during the last two years when the Falcons
developed one of their better backfield tandems of Paul
Miles and Phil Polak Also taking some of the limelight
were receivers Roger Wallace and Kick Newman
Where did that leave Meczka"'
Well, without the forward pass being an important game
in the BG offensive plans, Meczka was regulated to what
many people termed a third tackle His prime duty was to
be a blocker
BUT THE three-year starter still had the ability to mold
into a good tightend and a complete one at that I mean, a
Charlie Sanders, Ted Kwalick or a Raymond Chester. A big
man who could run. catch, block a tightend who could do it
all
In two years as a starter. Meczka caught 19 passes for 386
yards and one Tl) His only goal line grab came last year
against Tampa when he snared a 37-yard aerial
Obscurity would be the ideal way to describe Meczka's
performance lor BG since he donned the brown and orange
threads
Experts say it is only a matter of lime before a player is
noticed And it was a matter ol time before Meczka broke
out of his cocoon and started performing up lo his predicted
potential
NOW THAT the pass is in its renaissance period in the
Falcons' offensive plans, (here also is a rebirth of Mec/.ka.

and the senior tightend is probably enjoying the best start in
his three-year career as a starter.
Meczka already has been on the receiving end of five Reid
Lamport tosses good for 120 yards and two Tl) s Against
Dayton last weekend. Meczka caught two TD passes The
most impressive one came when he took a short pass from a
gambling Dayton defender and galloped 77 yards to paydirtnot bad for a receiver with a dual duty who has not seen too
many passes in two years, along with a possibility of his
fingers turning to stone
After a light workout this week while the Falcons started
preparing for their MAC opener with Western Michigan.
Meczka summed up his performance against Dayton in a
very simple way. "Being in the right place at the right
time."
"VERY RARELY a tightend will get a pass, particularly
at the goal line." Meczka pointed out. "I just ran the right
cuts and concentrated on the ball, and that comes a little
easier when you get off the ball '
And if you think that getting off the ball is not an
important phase in the correct functioning of a football
offense well, let's just say the time any receiver is held up
on the line for a mere second, it disturbs his route and the
quarterback s thinking

And (or a tightend to be held up on the line-the pass is now
or never This is why those short passes to Meczka can be so
effective Give the big man the ball and let him do the rest.
Meczka so far has used his physical equipment to get the
ball and leave his defenders with second thoughts of trying
to bring him down along with picking up yardage
When the question about how the Falcons will fair in their
conference opener against the Broncos' this weekend, the
senior co-captain simply replied. "We are going to have to
be consistent to win " And that went for his own game-bygame performances as well
The bud has finally blossomed and with it a talented
Meczka has added another weapon for opponents to defend
against when BG's offensive machine takes the field
No more will the opposing coach label the big lightend as
just another blocker who seldom is the target of his quarterback or even a decoy on various passing situations and
targets
Every good team that has been a winner" owns a great
or good lightend. The label of being average just cannot be
accepted because ol the skill it takes for one lo perform at
the post.
The road to the top has been long for Meczka and if he
continues to be a consistent performer this year, there is no
telling, just how great he really could have been.

Many times the signal caller knows who Ins primary
receiver is. but when he must fiddle around in a pocket or
roll out searching for a secondary receiver, the company
approaching him is not very receptive

I'm quite sure the Falcons' coaching staff is nol taking the
time to scratch heads in trying to figure out the catalyst of
Meczka's good beginning

Willie Mays sheds tears
before 53,000 at Shea
NEW YORK (API - A
choked-up Willie Mays bade
farewell to baseball after
being lavished with costly
gifts Tuesday night and said.
"In my heart, I am a sad
man "
"Just to hear you cheer
like this for me and not to be
able to do anything about it
makes me a very sad man."
he said
"This is my farewell You
don't know what is going on
inside ul me tonight "

Swami says:
BG over Western by 13
Miami over South Carolina by 8
Kent over San Diego State by S
Toledo over Ohio h\ 7',
Notre Dame over Pardae by 17
Michigan over Navy by 41
Ohio State over Texas Christian by 31
Dayton over Central Michigan by 4
Tennessee over Auburn by Id
Southern Cal. over Oklahoma by t

The 42-year-old all time
star announced his retirement from the game less
than a week ago. saying he
lelt he was not physically
able to continue the grind
HONORED BY old team
mates,
former rivals,
prominent dignitaries of
sports and government, and
a sellout crowd of more than
50,000 in Shea Stadium, the
boyish, enthusiastic superstar from the cornfields of
Alabama could not restrain
his emotion as he thanked

MR. ED'S PIZZA PUB
NEW NUMBERS-352-1411

everyone for their thought
fulness
Once he turned toward the
bench of the New York
Mets. embroiled in a fight
for the National League
East pennant and said, in a
quivering voice
"FORGIVE ME. I know it
is as hard on you as it is on
me."
He apologized for delaying
the game with the Montreal
Expos and thanked Mets
officials for enduring him
despite a
211 batting
average.
That proves I was loved

m I "~~~---.
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Good only with this ticket

YOU CAN ALSO SEE CHARLIE CHAPLIN,
LAUREL AND HARDY, BEN TURPIN, AND
OTHER GREAT OLD TIME COMEDIANS

EXACT terms of the contract were not announced
Earlier it had been reported Chamberlain would be offered
a three-year contract at J1 8 million with part of the money
to be paid by the ABA.
A spokesman for the San Diego team said Chamberlain,
who quits the Los Angeles Lakers for the switch to San
Diego, is expected to play for the Q's. at least through the
1973-74 season. Bloom, a dentist who founded the Q's last
year, said, "When I acquired this franchise I promised the
fans that I would bring superstars to the San Diego sports
scene Wilt is just the first There will be others

GKC M£CDC\

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Don't miss Saturday's home football opener vs. Western Michigan, or
any Falcon games at Perry Field this year!
Buy your season tickets NOW at the Memorial Hall Ticket office,
open Monday thru Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and on Saturday
morning from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. Student ticket opportunities for the
west stands are as follows:
BGSU STUDENT SEASON TICKET
BGSU STUDENT SINGLE GAME TICKET
VISITING STUDENT TICKET
ADULT GENERAL ADMISSION

$3.00
1.00
3.00
5.00

IMPORTANT NOTIt Fall quarter validation cards must bo prosontod for
tho purchaso of all studont tlckots.
(Basketball & Hockey Tickets Will Go On Sale Oct 81

Our turtles
are U S.
Government
inspected
and that's
no bull!

atfrl

521 South Proapact
BowlingGreen Ph 344 9603

- FEATURING -

JOE LOUIS VS. MAX SCHMAELLING

U9USU&32VSUSUS!

CHULA VISTA. Calif. (AP) - Wilt Chamberlain, a
National Basketball Association star since 1959. has signed a
reported 1600.000 a year contract to coach and play for the
San Diego Conquistadors of the American Basketball
Association, the club announced yesterday
Dr Leonard Bloom, owner of the Q's. announced the
signing at a news conference

«M-»- SHOP*-JkkJvA.

8 pack 16 oz PEPSI
reg 11.14
NOWHc
plus deposit
Weekdays & Sun. 9 a.m. to
11p.m.
Kri & Sat 9 a.m. to 121
p m.
737 S. MAIN ST.

originally htk) July 4,1919
also

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY
OCT. 2, 3. 4, 5
7-10 P.M.

Any women interested in
playing field hockey can try
out tonight at 4 p.m . at
Sterling Farm field (north
ofKreischer)

Cain's potato chips
reg.M*
NOWNc

at^AV

JACK DEMPSEY VS. JESS WILLARD

Women

"There's no 'question
about it. Saturday will be the
Broncos' toughest lest thus
far BG has a lot ol things
which make it good-a good
offense, defense and kicking
game." he added "The
Falcons are a very well
rounded football team."

SOUTH SIDE
SIX

352-1421

ON OUR LARGE SCREEN
"The Greatest Heavyweight Title Fight
Of All Time"

all over the world." he said
He told the gathering that
his greatest desire now (hat
he is out of baseball is to
work with youngsters
He finished his poignant
talk by saying "I want to
say hello to all of my friends
again and this is goodbye to
America."
The Mets went on to
defeat the Expos. 2.-1

"The key factor in the
game will be the breaks."
said Doolittle "A key pass
caught or dropped or a long
punt return...they have a

tendency to change U*
compleiion of the game It
would be nice if you could
plan the breaks you would
get ahead of time."

Wilt joins ABA

The BG Ne^«

Kenny Whit€>

Three years ago when Greg Meczka was recruited to
Bowling Green, it was visioned that the Falcons finally had
wined and dined perhaps a lightend with unlimited potential
who could possibly develop into one of the nation's best
performers
Sports scribes who covered the Falcons denied the sacred
writer s handbook and put the "can't miss" tag on the
Cleveland native after a fine freshman showing

passes for 200 yards.
Western halfback Larry
Cates. a two-time all-MAC
selection,
has been
hampered by a shoulder
injury he sustained in the
first game against Central.
Cates has gained 86 yards
rushing in 29 carries

Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Course Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open Taes. thru Sat.
7:3* -1
Sundays 7:» - 7:00
lit KAST WINMtTKR
rUNOl KTHIMIM

I NOON

SPECIALS DAILY

gutam

SATURDAY'S FOOTBALL TIME SCHEDULE
12:00 noon
Gates Open
1:10 p.m.
Band Day Pre-Game Show
1:30 p.m.
KICKOFF!
Student single game tickets ($1.00) will be sold at the
gate, beginning at 12:00 noon. Student season tickets,
however, will not be available.
FOR TICKET INFORMATION AND SPORTS NEWS ALL
THRU THE YEAR, DIAL FALCON SPORTS HOTLINE
372-BGSU
or
2-BGSU

BE THERE ON SATURDAY
Buy Your Tickets NOW!

